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Write a project about your best friend. 
Write:
 his/her name
  his/her age
  where he/she is from
  about his/her character (friendly, shy, funny, 
happy, sad)

  what he/she looks like (blue/brown/green 
eyes, curly/straight/long/short/fair/dark 
hair, freckles, glasses, tall/short)

  about his/her pets
 about  his/her family (brothers? sisters?)
  what his/her favourite hobby is

My Best Friend

This is a picture of my best friend.  
 
 
 

Writing  
Lessons 1-6

My Best Friend

Put a photo 
or a drawing 
of your best 
friend here.



MY SCHOOL

My school is in  
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Write a description of your school.

  What does it look like?  
   (big/small, old/new, playground?)

  What’s your classroom like?  
   (colours, posters, computers?)

Writing  
Lessons 7-12

My School

  Subjects  
   ( maths, geography, music, art, sport, 

history, science, English ...)
  Who is your favourite teacher?  
   (why?)
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Writing  
Lessons 13-18

Your e-friend, Chris, wants to know about your daily routine. First, fill in the timetable. 
Then write an email to Chris.

My Day

  get up
  have breakfast
  go to school
  have lunch
  go home
  have a snack
  do my homework
  play (video games/football/
with dog/friend + sometimes/
usually/always)

  have dinner
  watch TV
  go to bed

Timetable

Hi, Chris
This is my daily routine. First, I  
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Writing  
Lessons 19-24

A Wild Animal

Write a poster about a wild animal. You can write 
about one of the animals on this page, or choose 
a different one. On your poster, say:

  what the animal is   what it eats
  where it lives   why you like it
  what it looks like

Put a drawing 
or a photo of 
the animal here.

giraffe
  Africa
  long neck & legs
  leaves & fruit

kangaroo
  Australia
  long tail 
pouch for baby (‘joey’)

  grass & flowers elephant
  Africa & India
  big teeth (tusks) 
long nose (trunk)

 grass & leaves



Dear 
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Writing  
Lessons 25-30

You are on holiday in another country. 
Write a postcard to your best friend. 

On your postcard, say: 

  where you are

  when you arrived

  what it’s like

Hello from ...

  what you did yesterday

  what you’re going to do 
tomorrow

  interesting
  exciting
  awesome
  busy
  magnificent
  polluted
  beautiful
  noisy
  quiet
  enjoy
  go sightseeing
  have fun
  go on a cruise




